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COMPUTATIONAL MATERIALS DESIGN OF OPTICAL
BANDGAPS FOR BULK HETEROJUNCTION SOLAR
CELL
JIAKAI LIU
ABSTRACT
Fundamental understanding of the structure-property relationship of pi-conjugated
polymers is critical to predictive materials designs of bulk heterojunction solar cells.
In this thesis, the adapted Su-Schrieffer-Heeger Hamiltonian is implemented as the
computational tool to systematically explore the opto-electronic properties of nearly
250 different kinds of pi-conjugated systems. New physical insights on the structure-
property relationship are extracted and transformed into practical guiding rules in
optical bandgap designs.
For the most power efficient donor-acceptor copolymer structures, we find that
the energy variation of frontier orbitals, in particular the highest occupied molec-
ular orbitals (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO), can
be controlled either independently or collectively, depending on their specific donor
or acceptor structures. In particular, we find that having five-membered conjugated
carbon rings in the acceptor units is essential to break the electron-hole charge con-
jugation symmetry, so that the LUMO levels of the copolymer can be reduced dra-
matically while holding the HOMO energy levels in the donor units constant. On
the other hand, by incorporating heteroatoms into the donors units, we can vary the
HOMO levels of the copolymers independently. Predicted optical bandgaps of a total
of 780 types of these copolymers constructed by using 39 different types of donor
and acceptor units are tabulated in this thesis. In addition, the effects of introducing
various side groups(-R, -O, -CO, -COO, and thiophene) on the primitive donor and
v
acceptor structures are investigated and their results are discussed in details. Finally,
unexpected localized states are found, for the first time, in our calculations for a few
special co-polymer structures. These localized states, with electrons localized on one
end of the copolymer chain and holes on the other end, contain large dipole moments
and therefore may be treated as a new design dimension when these copolymers are
placed in polar and non-polar solvent environments.
vi
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction of solar cells
Ubiquitous global use of fossil fuels as energy sources accompanied by serious reper-
cussions. The deleterious effects and emissions from burning these fuels, as well as
global political challenges in fossil fuel acquisition, underscore the importance of de-
veloping competitive renewable energy technologies. Harvesting energy from the sun
via photovoltaics (PVs) devise is a substantial part of the clean energy solution and
an increasingly important component of global energy production.
A PV converts absorbed photons into electrical charges that power an external
circuit. The discovery of the photovoltaic effect in 1839 predates the American Civil
War(Shaheen et al., 2005). However, the first crystalline silicon devices were devel-
oped over a century later at Bell Labs. In 1954, researchers DM Chapin, CS Fuller,
and GL Pearson published that their new treatment for ultrapure silicon resulted
in a conversion efficiency of 6%, a six-fold increase over the preceding greatest effi-
ciency in harnessing power from solar radiation (1%, thermoelectrics)(Chainpin et al.,
1954). As looking backwards in history, there have been three generations in the de-
velopment of solar cells. The first generation solar cell is based on silicon, which
includes monocrystalline silicon and polycrystalline silicon. The thin-film solar cell
are regarded as the second generation solar cell. Several types of thin film based
photovoltaics currently exist, such as cadmium telluride (CdTe), copper indium se-
lenide(CIS), copper indium gallium and selenium (CIGS), gallium arsenide (GaAs),
2and amorphous silicon. Preferentially, it’s better to classify the amorphous silicon
solar cells into the thin-film group, rather than their crystalline silicon counterparts
belonging to the first generation solar cell. The third generation solar cell usually
refers to a new concept solar cell, for example dye-sensitized solar sells (DSSC),
organic photovoltaic solar cell(OPV), photochemical solar cells and nanocrystalline
solar cell. Recently, MIT(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and Osaka Univer-
sity in Japan(Weblink, a) have developed a new solar panel based on printed paper
technology, which made from wood pulp, with lighter, more flexible and eco-friendly
than traditional clunky solar energy collectors. The paper based solar cell extends the
new concept solar cell. The performance of the three generation solar cells has been
compared in fig.1·1. The timeline of solar cell energy conversion efficiencies from Na-
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Figure 1·1: The comparison of three generation solar cells on perfor-
mance properties. The largest circle refers to the best performance.
Correspondingly, the smallest circle means the worst properties. So is
the middle circle. The blue rhombus refers to the first generation solar
cells and the green one is the second generation. The red one indicates
the third generation solar cells. The ideal solar cell is noted by the
purple square.
tional Renewable Energy Laboratory is provided in fig.1·2(NREL, a). The blue lines,
3green ones and red ones respectively refer to the first, second and third generation
solar cells. The silicon based solar cells generally have a pretty higher efficiencies, but
having higher manufacturing costs limit their widespread application. Although the
second and third solar cells still stay a relatively lower efficiency, the less expensive
cost attract lot of interests on the improvement of efficiency.
4Figure 1·2: The comparison of energy conversion efficiencies for three
generation solar cells.
51.2 The development of OPV
In the past several decades, the organic solar cell is a relatively novel technology,
yet they hold the promise of a substantial price reduction and a faster return on
investment than silicon-based solar cells. These cells can be processed from solution,
hence the possibility of a simple roll-to-roll printing process, leading to inexpensive,
large scale production. In addition, the mechanical flexibility and disposability will
benefit the organic solar cells for other application. This is the reason why we focuses
on the OPV, which should be the most possible one to reach the requirement of ideal
solar cell.
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Figure 1·3: The scheme of three different types organic solar cells.
a)Single layer OPV. b)p-n junction OPV. c)Bulk heterojunction OPV.
From the first discover of semiconducting polymer(Shirakawa et al., 1977) in 1977
to present, the development of OPV has experienced three period. The first employed
structure is shown in fig.1·3-a, with two electrodes and an active layer made of single
materials. Although the excitons are created by the absorption of light, the strong
coulomb force and binding energy make the exciton separation difficult, which cannot
be all separated in short diffusion length and low working temperature. In the mean-
time, the recombination happens as well. Therefore, the energy conversion efficiency
is too low for the commercialized application(Chamberlain, 1983).
As shown in fig.1·3-b, the structure of bilayer p-n junction solar cell was first
invented by Tang in 1986(Tang, 1986). This concept involves two semiconductor
6materials with different electron affinity. Specifically, the different LUMO levels, if
appropriately matched, can facilitate the charge dissociation. Most of the conducting
polymeric materials are p type semiconductors, so the choice of the n type material
for organic p-n junction is really limited. The most common used n type organic
photovoltaic material is fullerene and its derivatives. The C60(Smalley, 1997) molecule
has a deep-lying LUMO(P.-M. Allemand et al., 1991), ultrafast photoinduced charge
transfer(Gu¨nes et al., 2007), a pretty high electron mobility(Singh et al., 2005), which
endows it to be the ideal acceptor.
However, the drawback of this bilayer is the limited exciton diffusion length, gen-
erally considered to be in the 5-15 nm(Markov et al., 2005) range for π-conjugated
polymers, which only allows excitons created within this distance of the donor-
acceptor interface to contribute to free charge carrier generation. The bulk hetero-
junction(BHJ)(Yu et al., 1995) solar cell is using one layer of material with a mixture
of donor material and acceptor material, where the domain of p-n junction is only
several nanometers. This can give rise to a major increase in photogenerated charge
carriers and increase the energy conversion rate significantly because the main reason
that limits the efficiency of the double layer p-n junction material is the low mobility.
1.3 The fundamental principles of OPV
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Figure 1·4: The mechanism of organic solar cell. (i)absorption light
and exciton formation. (ii)Exciton diffusion to the donor-acceptor in-
terface. (iii)Exciton dissociation. (iV)charge separation and collection
7Fig.1·4 simply illustrates the the work principles of OPV, converting the light en-
ergy into electrical energy. There are four main steps(Brabec et al., 2001; Thompson
and Fre´chet, 2008): i)Light absorption, ii) Excitons diffusion, iii) Dissociation of the
excitons with generation of charge, and iv)charge transport and charge collection,
which will be discussed in detail in the following part:
1.3.1 Light absorption
In the first step, the absorption of photon with an average energy larger than the opti-
cal bandgap of the donor materials leads to the transfer of an electron from the HOMO
energy level to the LUMO energy level, leaving a hole in the occupied state. This
process is called the formation of exciton, where the electron and hole remain bonded
to each other by a coulombic force. An exciton rather than a free charge is generated
because the dominating coulomb attraction and weak non-covalent electronic inter-
action in organic structures. So, as much as possible of photon absorption is the first
crucial factor to affect the efficiency of organic solar cell. The optical bandgap, the op-
tical absorption coefficient, and the thickness of the active layer determine the ability
of absorption photon(Rand et al., 2007). While, for most conjugated polymers(Eg >
2eV), whose absorption photon range do not match with solar spectrum. This is the
reason that most organic semiconducting polymers posses small fractions of incident
light. A bandgap of 1.1 eV(1100 nm) is required to absorb 77% of solar radiation.
Therefore, it is necessary to look for lower bandgap materials to bring much exciton
pairs.
1.3.2 Exciton diffusion
It does not mean that the excitons can dissociate into electrons and holes at any place.
This has to take place in the specific regions. Thus, before exciton dissociation, they
should diffuse in the donor material. Due to the excitons creation can take place
8in any part of the donor material, so the thickness layer of donor should equal the
diffusion length. Otherwise, large number of excitons can not be detachment. This
definitely has a huge affect on the solar cell efficiency. In general, the diffusion length
of the exciton in semiconducting polymers is small, around 10-20nm, which depends
on the structure of the materials and the dielectric constant.
1.3.3 Exciton Dissociation
The dissociation region always located at the interface between two materials with
different electronic properties such as electronic affinity, ionization potential and work-
function. In the region, the exciton easier separate into the electrons and holes.
1.3.4 Charge transport and charge collection.
The separated charges should move towards the respective electrodes. The charge
transport is limited by the low charge mobility of the organic material. Especially, the
defect of materials, also contributes to lowering the charge transportation efficiency.
After arriving the electrode, the electrons and holes are collected to overcome the
potential barrier to realize the circuit.
1.4 Characterization efficiency of OPV
The efficiency calculation of organic solar cells is a very complicated issue. Apart
from the Eg, HOMO and LUMO levels, others factors, such as composite morphology,
charge separation as well as transport, and solubility issues so on also influence the
efficiency a lot. In the following part, we will mainly predict the efficiency from the
aspect of HOMO, LUMO and bandgap values.
91.4.1 Power conversion efficiency
The power conversion efficiency(PCE)(Green, 1982; Weblink, c; Weblink, b) of solar
cell, is defined as the ratio between the maximum power density delivered to the
external circuit Pmax and the incident light power density Pin.
η =
Pmax
Pin
=
Jmax · Vmax
Pin
(1.1)
The fill factor(FF) is the the ratio of maximum obtainable power to the product
of the open-circuit voltage(Voc) and short-circuit current(Jsc).
FF =
Jmax · Vmax
Jsc · Voc (1.2)
So, these two equations can be combined, as follow,
η =
Pmax
Pin
=
Jmax · Vmax
Pin
=
Jsc · Voc · FF
Pin
(1.3)
So, the efficiency issue has already been converted into the current and voltage
problem.
1.4.2 Short circuit current
The maximum short circuit current(Jsc) is the integral of the AM1.5G photon flux
curve [P(λ ), m−2s−1nm−1](NREL, b; Bundgaard and Krebs, 2007; Editorial, 2008)
up to the bandgap of the absorber materials employed in the device, which the photon
flux density is a function of wavelength. Although it is usually given as spectral
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irradiation(AM1.5G)[Sun(λ ), Wm−2nm−1], it can easily be converted to spectral
photon flux density through following equation,
P (λ ) =
λ
hC
Sun(λ ) (1.4)
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Figure 1·5: Irradiation as a function of wavelength. The sun intensity
spectrum data(AM1.5G) is from NREL(NREL, b).
While not all the absorbed photon can contribute to the current. Thus, it is more
meaningful to introduce a practical limit to the efficiency. Brabec et al (Scharber
et al., 2006) set as the constant, ηEQE=0.65.
Jsc =
λ￿
280
P (λ ) · ηEQE · dλ (1.5)
This equation provides a convenient way to calculate the current. Ideally, the
11
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Figure 1·6: Photon flux density as a function of the wavelength. The
current if the integral of this curve.
absorption spectrum needs to be broad covering most of the solar spectrum. Thus,
reducing the Eg of the conjugated polymers results in more photon harvesting and
higher Jsc. The smaller Eg being designed, the greater attainable current value is
come true.
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1.4.3 Open circuit voltage
The open circuit voltage(Voc) is also one of the important parameters. Although the
factors influencing Voc are still not fully understood and there is a large debate about
relating Voc to energy difference (ED,HOMO-EA,LUMO). Tt is generally believed that
this difference directly determines the Voc. Scharber et al. reported that the Voc of a
conjugated polymer-PCBM solar cell can be estimated by(Scharber et al., 2006)
Voc =
1
e
(|ED,HOMO|− |EPCBM,LUMO|)− 0.3V (1.6)
Here the value of 0.3V is an empirical factor.
Besides, Rand et al.(Rand et al., 2007) also focused the same area. A similar equation,
but a third term is introduced.
Voc = (E
D
HOMO − EALUMO)−
q2
4π￿0￿rr
(1.7)
The new term is called binding energy, EB, the bound electron-hole geminating pair
following charge transfer which depends on the dielectric constant of the organic layers
and their initial separation distance. So, EB and Voc vary with the factors such as
nanoscale morphology, temperature and light intensity.
No matter which equation being chose, the Voc should be determined by the
HOMO of donors. For pursuit a maximum Voc value, the donor materials should
have an energetically deep-lying HOMO levels. While, the lower HOMO always hin-
ders the decrease of Eg. So, a compromise of Eg for donor should be obtain to balance
the Voc value and Jsc so as to reach the greater efficiency. The optimal bandgap value
of 1.5eV, which can be clearly in the fig.1·9, the contour plot of efficiency based on
the LUMO level values(Y-Axis) and band gap(X-Axis) of the donor, respectively.
Obviously, the Eg, HOMO and LUMO energy levels are the key factors on the energy
conversion efficiency.
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Figure 1·9: Contour plot showing the calculated energy-conversion
efficiency(contour lines and colors) versus the bandgap and the LUMO
level of the donor polymer.
1.5 The Challenge of OPV
1.5.1 The limit of efficiency
The upper limit(Scharber et al., 2006; Deibel and Dyakonov, 2010) of organic solar
cells is in principle slightly higher than the single crystalline silicon materials due
to the lower refractive index. However, the absorption mechanism of organic photo-
voltaic materials is different. The light is absorbed in one material, but the respective
charges transportation happen in two. The absorption gap and the transport gap do
not coincide anymore. Typically the high bandgap and the narrow absorption width
of a few hundred nanometers limit the efficiency of the organic photovoltaic solar
cell. Plus there is energy loss due to open circuit voltage and the exciton and polaron
pair dissociation. If we consider all these reasons, the upper limit of the efficiency
15
drops to 15%. In practice the efficiency is even much lower. The most state-of-the-
art organic solar cell has 11.1 %(NREL, a) efficiency according to latest report. The
approaches to increase the efficiency are either from device design or from molecule
design point of view. In general we need to design an organic photovoltaic material
with an appropriate bandgap, higher dielectric constant, optimum phase separation
and nanocrystallinty for the donor and acceptor domains.
1.5.2 The lifetime of OPV
The lifetime(Thompson and Fre´chet, 2008; Brabec et al., 2001) of all organic mate-
rials is usually not as long as inorganic materials. Most of the organic photovoltaic
materials are viscoelastic. They have low Young’s modulus and higher yield strength.
Under long time exposure to the environment, it may have scratch, crack, fatigue,
craze and other failure mechanism as well. Also the polymer is not chemically as
stable as silicon. At really long time period, it could experience degradation, oxida-
tion and therefore not function anymore. The short lifetime is not only due to the
photovoltaic materials, but also for the polymer based substrates as well. To keep
the organic solar cell light and flexible, we usually use flexible polymer substrate.
The short lifetime of organic photovoltaic materials can be an issue depends on the
application.
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Chapter 2
Computational Method
2.1 The introduction of aSSH Hamilton model
In 1979, through the research on polyacetylene(PA), Su, Schrieffer, and Heeger(SSH)(Su
et al., 1979) declared the SSH model with the introduction of one single dimensionless
electron-phonon coupling parameter, which provided the explanation of the soliton
formation. Followed by this, Takayama(Takayama et al., 1980) extended the SSH
model to a continuum version.
HSSH =
￿
n
1
2
Mnu˙
2
n +
￿
n
K
2
(un+1 − un)2
−
￿
ns
[t0 − α(un+1 − un)](C+n+1,sCns + C+nsCn+1,s)
(2.1)
where Mi is the effective effective mass; t0 is the hopping integral for an undimer-
ized chain, t0=2.5 eV and α is the electron-phonon coupling constant, α = 4.2eV/A˚;
K = 21eV/A˚2 is the effective elastic constant. And C+ns,Cns are the creation and an-
nihilation operators for the π electron at the site i, respectively. These parameters are
chosen to describe the C-C bonds. The Hamiltonian is included two parts. The first
and the second summations is the energy from the atoms crystal structure(CH cites).
The last term is interpretation the electrons’ interaction as well as their interaction
with atoms.
This model is very appealing in that it is able to provide an accurate description
of many related physical issues and phenomena with the cooperation of its derivative
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model, Peierls-Hubbard model(Kivelson and Heim, 1982; Hirsch, 1983). At first, it
brings the convenient for the Peierls transition. Besides, The SSH mode can also
be probed the dynamics of the tra-PA(Bishop et al., 1984). The result shows that a
single soliton and anti-soliton emerge with the maximum velocity and that a persistent
breather is left behind, which may be account for the high-energy intragap structure
observed in photoninduced absorption. What’s more, from Hiroyuki’s group work(Ito
et al., 1984), three localized modes, Goldstone mode, Amplitude oscillation mode and
Third localized mode were found. The obtained results can be used in the calculation
of the diffusion constant of the soliton in trans-PA. Recently, based on the SSH model,
the escape mechanism of a self-trapped topological soliton was explored(Shin et al.,
2010). Through calculating the formation energy and the local minimum energy,
the solitons migrate along the Goldstone mode direction with continuously adjusted
amplitudes was reported. The bond alternation, the on-site Coulomb correlations
and charge distribution, dimensional conformational coupling were clearly solved if
assisted by the SSH model.
Even the SSH model created a new way to explore the mechanism of the con-
ducted polymer. However, for only focusing on the quasi one-deminsional mate-
rials, this limites its widely application. Until recently, Minghai Li (Li and Lin,
2010a)consummated SSH model, in which we call the new one is the adapted-SSH(aSSH)
model. Firstly, the shrinkage in the Peierls bond length alternation is consideration
when calculating the spring potential. Secondly, two more physical parameters were
introduced {γ, ε}. Here γ is to scale the electron-phonon coupling strength in aro-
matic ring and ε is to deal with the ionic core charge on heterogeneous atom, such
as O, N, S and NH so on. Thirdly, Yongwoo Shin(Shin and Lin, 2013) incorporated
classical force field for the three dimension structure and interchain hamilton by using
of the π − π stacking. Their work reminisces the contribution from SSH model.
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The aSSH model can be written as:
HaSSH =
￿
i
1
2
Mir˙
2
i +
￿
ij
K
2
￿
bij − b0ij −
4
√
γα
πK
￿2
−
￿
ij
[γt0 −√γα(bij − b0ij)](C+i Cj + C+j Ci)− ε
￿
i
C+i Ci
(2.2)
where Mi and ri are the effective mass and position vector of the ith atomic site;
bij = |ri − rj| is the bond length between the ith and the jth atom sites; the bond
length references b0ij are dummy variables; t0, α, and K are from the SSH standard
parameters. Here t0=2.5 eV, α=4.2 eV/A˚, and K= 21 eV/A˚2. In addition to this, we
create two new parameters {γ, ε}. The dimensionless γ scales the hopping parameters
as γt0 and
√
γα so that for all bonded pair(C-X or C-C) in any molecular structure.
While. for C-C pairs, the simplest case have γ=1, which are the original SSH model.
Such a choice of electron-phonon scaling ensures that λ = 2 α2πKt0 and K is unaltered
for both C-C and C-X bonds, which keeps all of the π electron on an equal footing.
In the last term, ε donates the density operator C+i Ci strength so that ε > 0 attracts
more electrons onto the heteroatom(X) site as compare to the C-C reference where ε
=0. Without any heteroatoms, PPP, PPV and polyacenes require only one parameter
γ.
From our recently research, the aSSH model can be accurately to simulated the
conduct polymers’ band gap, wave function, order parameter, formation energy of
soliton, polaron and bipolaron, the local minimum energy, Ramen spectrum and
Infrared spectrum.
2.2 The advantages of aSSH model
Compared with other method, such as first principle density functional theory(DFT),
time dependent DFT(TDDFT), Hartree-Fock(HF), and quantum chemical method
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Table 2.1: Values of the two fully transferable aSSH parameters, where
γ scales the electron-phonon coupling strength and ε specifies the het-
erogeneous core site.
γ ε (eV)
N¨ 1.47 4.36
N˙ 1.05 0.59
O¨ 1.34 2.89
O˙ 1.54 2.44
S¨ 1.15 2.85
Benzene 1.16 -
Bridge between ITN 0.75 -
Bridge between PAT 0.40 -
and so on, the aSSH method characters two distinguished advantages, one is precision
and another one is time-saving. Due to the convex nature of energy functionals at
fractional charge states(Parr and Yang, 1989) , DFT guarantees only the ground
sate properties(Hohenberg and Kohn, 1964; Kohn, 1999), which lacks of guidance
on conjugated polymers field. Regardless of quantum chemical method(Risko et al.,
2011), hydrid-DFT(Zhang et al., 2012; Longo et al., 2012) and others fail to extend
polymer units for the time issue, only limiting to the oligomers calculation.
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Chapter 3
Predicting Optical and Electrical
Properties
The magnitude of band gap and the HOMO/LUMO energy level are the most impor-
tant characteristics for determining the optical and electrical properties for the given
conducting polymers. First, these three parameters directly determine the efficiency
of organic solar cells. Besides, with the aid of these three parameters, the energy
level diagrams of semiconducting polymers can be constructed. Thirdly, apart from
immediate implications for electronic and optoelectronic devices, in the long term,
the decrease of Eg can lead to real organic metals. However, the mechanisms of
conjugated polymers are still bewildering. And even no one model can exactly dis-
cover the principles behind them. On this condition, the contribution of aSSH model
seems particularly prominent and will possible become a milestone on the conjugated
systems field.
3.1 Predicting optical bandgaps of π-conjugated systems
To develop a fundamental understanding of how to control the interactions of molec-
ular structures and photovoltaic properties, we collected 214 π-conjugated systems
through the recently developed adapted Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (aSSH) Hamiltonian(Li
and Lin, 2010a; Botelho et al., 2011) to simulation. As shown in Fig. 3·1, our pre-
dicted optical bandgaps contain an average systematic error of -0.078 eV with the
standard deviation being 0.18 eV as compared to the corresponding experimental
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measurements. To better understand the relationship between structures and optical
bandgaps of π-conjugated systems, we separate these structures in six groups. 1)
Single ring structure(grey squares), such as polythiophene (PTh), polypyrrole (PPy),
polyfuran (PFu), poly-(p-phenylene) (PPP), poly-(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV), and
etc.; 2) The parallel fused aromatic rings, along the conjugated path direction (red
circles); 3) Fused aromatic rings perpendicular to the conjugated backbone carbon
(blue diamonds); 4)This group is called polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
including polyacenes where the conjugated paths are greater than one dimension
(pink up-triangles); Structures listed in the first four groups are the most studied
of the Second Generation semiconducting polymers. 5)Copolymers (yellow down-
triangles). The copolymers are formed through the polymerization of the First and
Second Generation semiconducting polymers, which are treated as the Third Gen-
eration semiconducting polymers. The Third Generation polymers are always have
more complicated molecular structures and orbital hybridization. In section 4 and 5,
I will illustrate corresponding exploration on the copolymer issues in detail; 6) Others
such as fullerene, dendrimers, and polymer-fullerene heterojunction structures with
explicit interchain π − π interactions (gray crosses).
We should notice that a direct comparison on reported results is pretty hard.
There is even no a standard rule to unify this. At first, the measurements take place
either in solution or in film. While, the variable solutions should lead to a notable
different. For the film state, π − π stacking is a fact that can not be negligible. Here
we choose the datas almost from solution, only seldom results from film state, which
are marked already. Secondly, when measuring the absorption spectrum, researchers
prefer using the onset values. But, onset values are ambiguous to read, which means
that even for the experimental not always being unified. Corresponding, the peak
value is unique and apparent. Although there are so many negative factors, we can
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still maintain our prediction results to stay a relatively smaller error range.
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Figure 3·1: Predicted aSSH optical bandgaps are compared with ex-
perimental ones for 214 independent π-conjugated systems(a), includ-
ing (b)single ring structures (grey squares), (c)parallel fused rings (red
circles), (d)perpendicular fused rings (blue diamonds), (e)PAHs (pink
up-triangles), (f)copolymers (yellow down-triangles), and (g)other sys-
tems (gray crosses). EaSSHg − EExpg = −0.078 ± 0.18 eV, with a mean
absolute deviation (MAD) of 0.15 eV. Refer to Supporting Materials
for molecular structures, tabulated values, and references.
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3.2 Experimental and aSSH Eg Comparison
3.2.1 Structure and optical bandgap relationship of simple rings
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Figure 3·2: Simple rings
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Table 3.1: Simple rings
n Exp. Eg (eV) aSSH Eg (eV)
PTh(Ba¨uerle et al., 1995) 4 3.27 3.12
PTh(Ba¨uerle et al., 1995) 8 2.82 2.79
PTh(Ba¨uerle et al., 1995) 12 2.72 2.71
PTh(Ba¨uerle et al., 1995) 16 2.67 2.68
PTh(Becker et al., 1996) 1 5.37 5.24
PTh(Becker et al., 1996) 2 4.09 3.87
PTh(Becker et al., 1996) 3 3.50 3.37
PTh(Becker et al., 1996) 4 3.16 3.12
PTh(Becker et al., 1996) 5 2.97 2.98
PTh(Becker et al., 1996) 6 2.84 2.89
PTh(Becker et al., 1996) 7 2.81 2.83
PTh(Grebner et al., 1995) 2 4.05 3.87
PTh(Grebner et al., 1995) 3 3.49 3.37
PTh(Grebner et al., 1995) 4 3.16 3.12
PTh(Grebner et al., 1995) 5 2.99 2.98
PTh(Grebner et al., 1995) 6 2.85 2.89
PTh(van Pham et al., 1989) 1 5.10 5.24
PTh(van Pham et al., 1989) 2 4.11 3.87
PTh(van Pham et al., 1989) 3 3.50 3.37
PTh(van Pham et al., 1989) 4 3.18 3.12
PTh(van Pham et al., 1989) 5 2.98 2.98
PTh(van Pham et al., 1989) 6 2.87 2.89
PPy(Diaz et al., 1981) 1 5.96 5.67
PPy(Diaz et al., 1981) 2 4.35 4.23
PPy(Diaz et al., 1981) 3 3.59 3.76
PPy(Zotti et al., 1992) 1 5.96 5.67
PPy(Zotti et al., 1992) 2 4.49 4.23
PPy(Zotti et al., 1992) 3 3.91 3.76
PPy(Zotti et al., 1992) 5 3.38 3.39
PPy(Zotti et al., 1992) 7 3.25 3.25
PFu(Melo et al., 2000) 1 5.90 5.36
PFu(Melo et al., 2000) 2 4.11 3.95
PFu(Melo et al., 2000) 3 3.58 3.37
PFu(Melo et al., 2000) 4 3.25 3.18
PFu(Gidron et al., 2010) 5 3.02 3.03
PFu(Gidron et al., 2010) 6 2.89 2.93
PFu(Gidron et al., 2010) 7 2.81 2.87
Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 – Continued from previous page
n Exp. Eg (eV) aSSH Eg (eV)
PFu(Gidron et al., 2010) 8 2.76 2.83
PFu(Gidron et al., 2010) 9 2.72 2.80
PTV(Fre`re et al., 2003) 3 2.79 2.61
PTV(Fre`re et al., 2003) 4 2.53 2.40
PTV(Fre`re et al., 2003) 5 2.38 2.29
PTVV(Fre`re et al., 2003) 2 3.25 2.63
PTVV(Fre`re et al., 2003) 3 2.66 2.22
PTVV(Fre`re et al., 2003) 4 2.38 2.05
PEDOT(Roncali et al., 2005) 20 1.90 2.18
PEDOT(Turbiez et al., 2003) 2 3.56 3.50
PEDOT(Turbiez et al., 2003) 3 3.00 2.97
PEDOT(Turbiez et al., 2003) 4 2.70 2.70
PEDOT(Wasserberg et al., 2006) 2 3.71 3.50
PEDOT(Wasserberg et al., 2006) 3 3.03 2.97
PEDOT(Wasserberg et al., 2006) 4 2.71 2.70
PEDOT(Wasserberg et al., 2006) 5 2.49 2.55
PPP(Diaz et al., 1981) 1 5.90 5.92
PPP(Diaz et al., 1981) 2 4.96 4.65
PPP(Diaz et al., 1981) 3 4.43 4.15
PPP(Diaz et al., 1981) 4 4.13 3.90
PPP(Diaz et al., 1981) 5 4.00 3.76
PPV(Davis et al., 1998) 2 3.60 3.75
PPV(Davis et al., 1998) 3 3.01 3.25
PPV(Davis et al., 1998) 4 2.90 3.04
PPV(Davis et al., 1998) 5 2.75 2.93
Pyridine(Walker et al., 1989) 1 4.99 4.99
OPE(Duvanel et al., 2007) 5 3.40 3.40a
OPE(Duvanel et al., 2007) 7 3.36 3.31a
OPE(Duvanel et al., 2007) 9 3.29 3.28a
OPE(Duvanel et al., 2007) 17 3.30 3.23a
OTE(Pearson et al., 1994) 2 3.54 3.44a
OTE(Pearson et al., 1994) 4 3.06 2.99a
OTE(Pearson et al., 1994) 8 2.88 2.82a
OTE(Pearson et al., 1994) 16 2.82 2.77a
PPE(Rogers et al., 2005) 2 3.90 3.91a
PPE(Rogers et al., 2005) 3 3.76 3.60a
PPP nanohoop(Jasti et al., 2008) 5 3.66 3.42
PPP nanohoop(Jasti et al., 2008) 8 3.69 3.41
Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 – Continued from previous page
n Exp. Eg (eV) aSSH Eg (eV)
PPP nanohoop(Jasti et al., 2008) 14 3.67 3.41
Note:
a: Reference(Shin et al., 2013)
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3.2.2 Structure and optical bandgap relationship of parallel fused rings
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Table 3.2: Parallel fused rings
n Exp. Eg (eV) aSSH Eg (eV)
PTA(Zhang et al., 2005) 5 3.48 3.49
PTA(Zhang et al., 2005) 7 3.13 3.22
NBTT(Mitsudo et al., 2012) 5 3.28 3.63
CDT(Amer et al., 1989) 3 3.99 3.87
CDT(Roncali and Thobie-Gautier, 1994) 5 3.34 3.37
PFO(Beaupre´ and Leclerc, 2003) 14 3.31 3.42
PCZ(Wakim et al., 2007) 167 3.18 3.55
PCZ(Zhang et al., 2002) 69 3.88 3.55
PT32bT(Zhang et al., 2004) 1 4.43 4.33
PT32bT(Zhang et al., 2005) 2 3.55 3.31
PT32bT(Henssler et al., 2009) 3 3.10 2.95
PT32bT(Zhang et al., 2004) 10 2.78 2.55
PTT32bTT(Zhang et al., 2005) 1 3.35 3.17
PTT32bTT(Li et al., 2006) 20 2.66 2.58
PTTT32bT(Zhang et al., 2005) 1 3.35 3.20
PT32b23dTT(Zhang and Matzger, 2003) 1 3.53 3.41
PTT32bTTTT(Henssler et al., 2009) 1 2.91 2.89
PT32bTTT32bT(Henssler et al., 2009) 1 2.99 2.91
m-BDT(Nishide et al., 2007) 2 3.08 3.08
m-BDT(Nishide et al., 2007) 3 2.91 2.89
m-BDT(Nishide et al., 2007) 4 2.82 2.81
m-BDT(Nishide et al., 2007) 5 2.79 2.76
m-BDTV(Nishide et al., 2007) 2 2.89 2.80
m-BDTV(Nishide et al., 2007) 3 2.68 2.63
m-BDTV(Nishide et al., 2007) 4 2.60 2.56
m-BDTV(Nishide et al., 2007) 5 2.56 2.53
BDT(Pan et al., 2006) 1 3.58 3.34
BDT(Pan et al., 2006) 4 2.65 2.59
BDTV(Hou et al., 2008) 115 2.42 2.20
BDTT(Hou et al., 2008) 73 2.42 2.51
PCP(Morin and Leclerc, 2002) 11 3.51 3.15
PCTT(Wakim et al., 2007) 31 2.74 2.85
PFTT(Pei et al., 2000) 20 3.13 2.71
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3.2.3 Structure and optical bandgap relationship of perpendicular fused
rings
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Figure 3·4: Perpendicular fused rings
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Table 3.3: Perpendicular fused rings
n Exp. Eg (eV) aSSH Eg (eV)
Tt(Bae et al., 2011) 21 1.95 2.14
Tt(Bae et al., 2011) 18 2.02 2.15
Tt(Bae et al., 2011) 24 2.11 2.14
Tt(Bae et al., 2011) 21 2.06 2.14
ITN-Si(Quattrocchi et al., 1995) 1 3.58 3.28
ITN-Si(Quattrocchi et al., 1995) 2 2.99 2.62
ITN-Si(Quattrocchi et al., 1995) 3 2.65 2.32
ITN-Si(Quattrocchi et al., 1995) 4 2.46 2.16
ITN-CHO(Shimizu et al., 2002) 1 3.03 2.67
ITN-CHO(Shimizu et al., 2002) 2 2.59 2.28
ITN-CHO(Shimizu et al., 2002) 3 2.31 2.07
DHTP(Pomerantz et al., 1993) 12 1.42 1.91
PAT(Nishiyama et al., 1998) 2 3.20 2.92
PAT(Nishiyama et al., 1998) 3 3.14 2.89
PATV(Hans-Peter et al., 1990) 2 3.08 2.98
PATV(Hans-Peter et al., 1990) 3 2.98 2.95
PATV(Hans-Peter et al., 1990) 4 2.89 2.95
PATV(Hans-Peter et al., 1990) 5 2.83 2.94
PATV(Hans-Peter et al., 1990) 6 2.78 2.94
PATV(Hans-Peter et al., 1990) 7 2.78 2.94
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3.2.4 Structure and optical bandgap relationship of PAH structures
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Figure 3·5: Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and derivatives
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Table 3.4: Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and deriva-
tives
n Exp. Eg (eV) aSSH Eg (eV)
PAcene(Andrews et al., 1982) 2 4.55 4.11
PAcene(Chandross et al., 1966) 3 3.28 2.99
PAcene(Hinderhofer et al., 2007) 5 2.12 1.76
PAcene(Payne et al., 2005) 6 1.57 1.41
PAcene(Payne et al., 2005) 7 1.36 1.15
PAcene(Rang et al., 2001) 4 2.61 2.26
pyrene(Becker et al., 1963) − 3.35 3.12
pyrene(Khan and Khanna, 1973) − 3.32 3.12
BA(Becker et al., 1963) − 3.26 3.17
BP(Karcher et al., 1985) − 3.95 3.66
TP(Karcher et al., 1985) − 4.37 4.16
Chr(Becker et al., 1963) − 3.75 3.51
AQ(Bu¨schel et al., 2000) − 3.82 3.67
CPAA(Jellison et al., 2012) 1 2.22 2.29
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3.2.5 Structure and optical bandgap relationship of copolymers
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Table 3.5: Copolymers
n Exp. Eg (eV) aSSH Eg (eV)
TBTD(van Mullekom et al., 1998) 2 3.18 3.01
DTBTD(Karikomi et al., 1995) 1 2.79 2.70
DTBTD(Kitamura et al., 1996) 1 2.66 2.70
DTBTD(van Mullekom et al., 1998) 1 2.78 2.70
DTBTD(van Mullekom et al., 1998) 2 2.38 2.40
DTTTD(Tanaka and Yamashita, 1993) 1 2.01 2.03
DTTP(Kitamura et al., 1996) 1 2.35 2.33
DTQU(Kitamura et al., 1996) 1 3.06 2.80
BTBTD(van Mullekom et al., 1998) 3 2.89 2.77
BTBTD(van Mullekom et al., 1998) 5 2.47 2.46
DTBBTD(Karikomi et al., 1995) 1 1.77 1.54
DTTDQ(Kitamura et al., 1996) 1 2.05 1.90
DTPQU(Kitamura et al., 1996) 1 2.53 2.16
DTTPT(Tanaka and Yamashita, 1995) 1 1.25 1.34
PFTBT(Stevens et al., 2001) 20 2.66 2.57
PFTBT(Campbell et al., 2001) 20 2.40 2.57
PCQX(Morin and Leclerc, 2002) 17 3.09 2.93
PFTTD(Kmı´nek et al., 2010) 6 1.72 1.76
PFTTD(Cimrova´ et al., 2011) 35 1.74 1.74
PCDTQX(Blouin et al., 2008) 13 2.46 2.55
PCDTPP(Blouin et al., 2008) 16 2.30 2.22
PCDTBT(Blouin et al., 2008) 20 2.30 2.47
PCDTPT(Blouin et al., 2008) 6 2.19 2.25
PCDTBX(Blouin et al., 2008) 20 2.28 2.23
PCDTPX(Blouin et al., 2008) 7 2.16 2.03
m-PCDTBT(Berton et al., 2011) 3 2.35 2.53
PFDTBT(Kawatsuki et al., 2003) 7 2.26 2.44
PInCzTTBTTT(Lu et al., 2008) 16 2.31 2.39
PTB(Liang et al., 2009) 23 1.84 1.96
PBDTITN(Douglas et al., 2012) 22 2.00 1.84
PBDTTP(Hou et al., 2008) 50 1.59 1.88
PBDTBT(Hou et al., 2008) 27 2.10 2.26
PBDTBX(Nie et al., 2011) 76 1.90 1.98
PBDTEDT(Hou et al., 2008) 42 2.33 2.34
PBDTTQUDB(Hou et al., 2008) 18 2.07 1.96
PBDTTT(Hwang et al., 2012) 7 1.54 1.76
PBDTDTBT(Price et al., 2010) 23 1.91a 2.29
Continued on next page
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Table 3.5 – Continued from previous page
n Exp. Eg (eV) aSSH Eg (eV)
PBDTDTBT(Price et al., 2011) 35 2.03 2.29
PBDTDTPT(Zhou et al., 2010) 100 1.68 2.06
PTQUDB(Wang et al., 2010a) 67 2.03 2.07
PDTTPDB(Cai et al., 2010) 35 1.55 1.77
PDTQUDB(Cai et al., 2010) 14 2.48 2.02
PDTDBTDQ(Cai et al., 2010) 331 1.53 1.41
PCDTQUDB(Wang et al., 2011b) 11 2.38 2.35
PFDTTPDB(Hellstro¨m et al., 2009) 13 1.88a 2.01
PFDTQUDB(Lindgren et al., 2009) 10 2.29 2.34
PFDTDBTDQ(Hellstro¨m et al., 2009) 4 1.59 1.70
PBDTTPDB(Hellstro¨m et al., 2010) 6 1.79 1.96
PBDTQUDB(Lindgren et al., 2009) 5 2.16 2.27
PBDTDBTDQ(Hellstro¨m et al., 2009) 13 1.28 1.62
PTPQUTB(Wang et al., 2010b) 88 1.45 1.45
PTDTPQUTB(Wang et al., 2010b) 98 1.67 1.52
PFDTPQUTB(Hellstro¨m et al., 2009) 13 1.73 1.83
PDPP3T(Bijleveld et al., 2009) 65 1.45 1.54
PDPPTPT(Bijleveld et al., 2010) 13 1.59 1.71
PTDTDPPDT(Bronstein et al., 2011) 18 1.45 1.47
PBDTDTDPP(Li et al., 2011) 30 1.64 1.68
PFTPD(Zhang et al., 2011) 24 1.90 2.17
PCTPD(Zhang et al., 2011) 16 1.92 2.13
PBDTTPD(Piliego et al., 2010) 30 2.04 2.30
P3TI(Wang et al., 2011a) 36 1.88 1.68
Note:
a: Polymer films
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3.2.6 Structure and optical bandgap relationship of other structures
PPVs C60
Dendrimer generation 2: DG-2(NR=10)
Compact dendrimer generation 3: CDG-3(NR=22)
Extended dendrimer generation 3: EDG-3 (NR=25)
Figure 3·8: π-π stackings
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Table 3.6: π-π stackings
NR Exp. Eg (eV) aSSH Eg (eV)
C60(Keshavarz-K. et al., 1996) − 2.55a 2.70a
C60(Yang et al., 1995) − 2.32b 2.28b
PPVs(Sariciftci et al., 1992) − 2.50 2.48c
DG-1(Kopelman et al., 1997) 4 3.91 3.98d
DG-2(Kopelman et al., 1997) 10 3.88 3.87d
CDG-3(Kopelman et al., 1997) 22 3.88 3.85d
EDG-3(Kopelman et al., 1997) 25 3.44 3.58d
CDG-4(Kopelman et al., 1997) 46 3.87 3.83d
EDG-4(Kopelman et al., 1997) 58 3.10 3.43d
CDG-5(Kopelman et al., 1997) 94 3.89 3.82d
EDG-5(Kopelman et al., 1997) 127 3.10 3.38d
Note:
NR: Number of phenyl rings
a: Optical bandgap of C60
b: HOMO-LUMO bandgap of C60
c: Reference(Shin and Lin, 2013)
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3.3 Methods of decrease bandgaps
Low bandgap conjugated materials are defined as the structures with a bandgap below
2eV, whose absorption spectrums cover a broad range. From the published results, the
Eg less than 0.5eV, usually measured by the onset of absorption spectrum. However,
if the peak maxima are considered, there are very few structures whose Eg could lower
than 1eV. There are two mainly methods to decrease the bandgaps, extending the
conjugated length and covalently bonding the donor and acceptor.
In general, as the result expressed by fig. 3·9, Eg decreases as the length of
conjugation increases. However, when the number of monomer units exceeds a certain
value at which the effective conjugation length is saturated, the band gap starts to
level off. Therefore, unlimited extension of the conjugation length results only in a
limited reduction of the bandgap. We have to notice that the conjugated carbon
length can be more accurate to imply on the critical value of bandgap decay.
Fig. 3·9 clearly display the consequence. Through analysis the results group
by group, it is seems that different groups distribute into a discrepant band gap
values area. For single polymer structures, the earliest concerned structures after
polyacetylene(PA), always perform a large bandgap with usual greater than 3eV. And
then, two easier ways were proposed to modify these structures. One is fusing the
aromatic rings followed the parallel direction and another is along the perpendicular
fused ring direction. However, these two approaches express different variation. For
the effect of parallel fused modification, it can decease bandgap to around 3eV. But
this decrease is limited. While, the perpendicular structures lead to a large reduction
on bandgap value, which can be smaller than 2eV. More interesting is that most
copolymers, combined by the parallel rings and perpendicular rings can be as low as
1.5eV.
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Figure 3·9: Bandgap values comparison of different groups. The grey
squares are from the single polymer structures. The parallel fused
structures(a) are marked out by red dots and circled these areas by
red shadow. b) refers to the distribution of perpendicular fused rings.
And for copolymers case, the yellow down-triangles in c) represent.
3.4 The analysis on parallel and perpendicular fused rings
To explain the principle of copolymers more explicitly, we should comprehend their
parent polymers first. So, here the relationship between bandgaps and number of
conjugated carbons are showed in fig. 3·10. Based on bandgap decay trend, it can
be clearly figured out that the parallel rings decrease faster with converging to a
large number. On the contrary, the perpendicular one always tends to a narrow
bandgaps, but accompanies a smaller decrease rate. The bandgaps of these two
groups adopt two opposite ways to diminish and then level off. As showed in fig.
3·11, due to the easier energy level splitting, the perpendicular conjugated polymers
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Figure 3·10: Bandgap as a function of the π-conjugated carbon for a)
parallel fused rings and b) perpendicular fused rings.
general share a relatively higher HOMO and lower LUMO levels(fig. 3·12). Besides, it
seems that the ELUMO is less sensitive that EHOMO, which means the EHOMO change
mainly contributes to the decrease of Eg. For further exploration, we choose the same
basic unit, thieno[3,2-b]-thiophene to form the fused parallel rings and perpendicular
rings. The former one is called polythieno[3,2-b]-thiophene(T32t) and the latter one is
polythieno[3,4-b]thiophene(T34t). Through comparing the density of states(DOS)s,
both cases stay almost the same LUMO energy level. While, the T34t has a obviously
higher HOMO state than T32t. For T32t(blue), the localized(L) band and valance(V)
band mix mutually. While, for the perpendicular one, T34t(green), as the easier
energy splits, the isolated L band significantly prompts V band. This is the reason
why with aromatic perpendicular fused rings have a lower Eg.
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make perpendicular fused rings ITN.
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Figure 3·12: HOMO and LUMO energy levels as a function of the
π-conjugated carbon for a) parallel fused rings and b) perpendicular
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3.5 Conclusions
There are two methods always employed to decrease the bandgap, increasing the
conjugate length and co-polymerization parallel and perpendicular fused rings. Here
we mainly focus on the latter. More specifically, the parallel fused rings decrease
faster while generally converge to a large bandgap values. On the contrary, the
perpendicular ones always tend to a narrow bandgaps, accompanied a smaller decrease
rate with a easier energy levels splitting.
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Chapter 4
Backbone Controlling HOMO and LUMO
Values
4.1 Analysis of orbital hybridization of copolymers
A strategy to decrease Eg is the construction of Donor-Acceptor alternative co-
polymers. As the name implies, donor units are electron-rich and acceptor units
are electron-deficient, thereby inducing intramolecular charge transfer within the
chain with a concomitant decrease in the optical bandgaps. Before controlling the
HOMO/LUMO levels of co-polymer, the factors influencing HOMO/LUMO energy
change should be systematically investigated. Through the following application of
orbital hybridization, the roles of donor and acceptor will be more explicitly.
In this part, the most well-known copolymer PTB series, which has high power
conversion efficiency is selected as the target materials to be discussed. The base com-
position materials of PTB are perpendicular fused ring of thieno[3,4-b]thiophene(Tt)
and parallel fuzed ring of benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene(BDT),(Liang and Yu, 2010;
Huo and Hou, 2011) Like most of conducting polymers, the compounds also consists
of a combination of 6 and 5 member π-conjugate systems. Therefore the 6 mem-
bers π-conjugate system, which is poly-p-phenylene(PPP)(Botelho et al., 2011) and
5 members π-conjugate system, such as poly-thiphene(PTh) can provide guidance
to understand PTB copolymers. Tt compounds have at least 8 energy bands which
consist of 5 occupied and 3 unoccupied states(fig.4·1-a). Similar to Tt, BDT has 10
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Figure 4·1: Density of states(DOS)s and corresponding wave functions
of perpendicular(a), Tt and parallel(b) fused ring, BDT conducting
polymers. Where blue and red ball represent wave function of opposite
phase. Here DOSs plotted 20 polymer units, and wave function plotted
by monomer with periodic boundary condition (PBC).
sp2-hybridized carbons and 2 sulfur atoms, therefore BDT has 12 energy bands which
include 7 occupied states and 5 unoccupied states(fig.4·1-b).
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Figure 4·2: DOS(a) and corresponding wave functions(b) of BDT
and Tt copolymer. The HOMO and LUMO energy levels dominantly
contributed from Tt and BDT respectively. Here DOS calculated 20
units of PTBs and wave functions plotted monomer with PBC.
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The electronic structure of co-polymer is not just the linear summation of each
polymer but also have some hybridization between two different types of conduct-
ing polymers. Figure 4·2 shows the DOS and corresponding wave functions of co-
polymers. Figure 4·2-a) shows the summation between DOS of BDT(gray line) and
Tt(thin-black line) is not identical to DOS of PTB(bold-black line) co-polymer. The
energy level mixing can observed in the wave functions(b). The bottom occupied
state(1st occupied state, let us call it V PTB1 ) and 2nd occupied state(V
PTB
2 ) are linear
combinations of V Tt1 and V
BDT
1 . The wave function of V
PTB
3 , V
PTB
4 , V
PTB
5 , V
PTB
6 ,
and V PTB7 are projections of V
BDT
2 , V
Tt
2 , V
BDT
3 , V
BDT
4 and V
Tt
3 respectively. The
wave function mixing is observed from V PTB8 to V
PTB
12 states. The V
PTB
8 band is
hybridization of V Tt3 and V
BDT
5 bands. Similarly the V
Tt
4 band mixed with V
BDT
5−6
bands, which are shown V PTB9−10 bands. The HOMO state and HOMO-1 state of PTB
also have to be received attention. The HOMO-1(V PTB11 state of PTB is mixing of
HOMO(V BDT7 ) state of BDT and HOMO (V
Tt
5 ) state of Tt. Here HOMO of BDT
is the more dominant state. On the other hand, HOMO of Tt is more dominant for
HOMO(V PTB12 ) state. The ratio of wave function hybridization is shifted depending
on side chains, which will be presented below. These wave function hybridization are
also observed in unoccupied states. The LUMO(CPTB1 ) and LUMO+1(C
PTB
2 ) states
of PTB are combination of LUMO(CTt1 ) of Tt and LUMO(C
BDT
1 ) of BDT states, here
LUMO level of BDT is more dominant than LUMO level of PTB, and LUMO level
of Tt is more dominant than LUMO+1 level of PTB. The CPTB3 is mixture of C
BDT
2
and CTt1 states, C
PTB
4 is projection of C
BDT
2 state, C
PTB
5−6 is mixture of C
BDT
3−4 and C
Tt
2
states, CPTB7 is mixture of C
BDT
4 and C
Tt
3 states, and finally C
PTB
8 is projection of
CBDT5 state. Here C
PTB
5−6 states are not clear combining wave function of BDT and Tt,
which states are mutated to similar with their neighboring states.
Through the orbital hybridization analysis of co-polymer PTB, we find that the
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perpendicular fused rings(donor) mainly contribute to the HOMO value of copoly-
mers, while the LUMO of copolymers is predominantly determined by the parallel
fused rings(acceptor). This is similar to reports from previous studies.(Ajayaghosh,
2003; van Mullekom et al., 2001) So, based on this assumption, the HOMO and
LUMO could be modified separately via their own variables. In the next section, we
will discuss the strategies for controlling monomer units’ HOMO/LUMO levels.
4.2 Exploration on bandgap controlling principles
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Figure 4·3: The HOMO and LUMO values for the selected penta,
hexatomic monomer and their combination structures. For M5 and
M9, HOMO, soliton and LUMO states are depicted.
Starting from the earlier introduced structures, PPP(M6) and PTh(M5-1), we
classify the structures into two types. One is all conjugated carbon atoms. And in
the others some of the carbon atoms where been substituted by heteroatoms. For
simplicity, we use the sulfur atoms to represent heteroatoms. Even if other atoms are
used such as Nitrogen, Oxygen and have some different effects, they will always share
the similar trend with the change of HOMO/LUMO energies. Fig. 4·3 lists eleven
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structures, which are named depending on the number of atoms. Obviously, the penta
carbon atoms ring can not exist for the presence of soliton. Thus we incorporate two
penta carbon rings to become the structure M8. And M8-1 is the derivative of M8
whose two carbon atoms are replace by two sulfurs. In next case M9 there is also a
soliton in the copolymer of one penta and one hex carbon atoms ring. So, there is no
doubt that this monomer is unstable and still does not exist. But, by substituting
one carbon into sulfur or oxygen, it will become stable. The corresponding case M9-1
is the production. Two benzenes combined together is the structure M10. And then,
we combine the two penta-atomic rings and one hexatomic ring to build up structure
M 12 and M12-1 are built up in this way. The next one, M14 is composed of three
benzenes.
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Figure 4·4: The HOMO/LUMO level comparison of structures with
5-membered aromatic rings and 6-membered aromatic ring.
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Figure 4·5: a)Bandgap comparison of the structures with penta-
conjugated carbons ring and structures modified by heteroatoms. b),
shows how the HOMO/LUMO levels are pushed up, for the case of
structures M8 and M8-1.
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From the results, we find that the hexcarbon aromatic ring shares a symmetrical
HOMO and LUMO level. While the introdution of 5-membered rings breaks electron-
hole charge conjugation symmetry(fig.4·4). And also the LUMO variation of structure
with 5-membered ring is much more sensitive than the HOMO change. Structue M5,
M8 and M12 always share the same HOMO energy level. Thus the inclusion 5-
membered ring is crucial to change the Eg. In fig. 4·5-a, we selected some of typical
structures with penta-membered rings M8, M8-1, M12 and M12-1. More interestingly,
it can be clearly noticed that the structure M8 and M12 with 5-conjugated carbons
ring posses the significantly lower HOMO and LUMO values, especially much lower
LUMO levels. But, replacement by the heteroatoms will lead to the increase of
HOMO and LUMO energy. In fig.4·5-b, the energy levels of structures M8 and M8-1
will illustrate the reasons for this. The basis of M8 has eight sp2-hybridized carbons.
Thus, it provides 8 energy bands which consist of 4 occupied bands and 4 unoccupied
bands. After introducing two sulfur atoms, these eight orbitals change into 5 occupied
bands and 3 unoccupied bands. As the depicted in fig.4·5b), the HOMO and LUMO
states in M8 are respectively the fourth and fifth states. The sulfur provides one
more pi-electron, so the HOMO and LUMO levels become the fifth and sixth orbits
in structure M8-1. Correspondingly, the latter one has a higher HOMO and LUMO
levels.
In the previous discussion, we showed that the LUMO energies of polymers with
penta-conjugated rings can be reduced dramatically while maintaining the lower
HOMO energy levels. However, the substitution of heteroatom could push up the
HOMO and LUMO level. In the following shows, we will further explore the position
effect due to heteroatom.
Fig.4·6 shows the discussion about the effect of different heteroatom positions
on the HOMO and LUMO energies. Here, structure M8 is employed as the target
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Figure 4·6: Through change sulfur atoms positions to research the
relationship between heteroatoms position and their effect on HOMO
and LUMO values.
material. If only considering replacement by two sulfurs, there are four different struc-
tures, M8-1 to M8-4. The Eg difference among these four structures can be as large as
1.92ev(Eg(M8-1)=2.74 eV, Eg(M8-2)=3.68 eV, Eg(M8-3)=4.34 eV, Eg(M8-4)=4.66
eV). Through the comparison of wave function components, it seems that there is
some relationship between the wave function component size of the sulfur atoms and
HOMO/LUMO levels. In general, no wave function or smaller wave function com-
ponent size of sulfur atoms always accompanies a relatively higher HOMO/LUMO
values. However, the large components usually bring a pretty lower HOMO and
LUMO energies. For example, structure M8-1, has the highest HOMO level and the
lowest LUMO energy among these four structures, with no wavefunction on sulfur
atoms of HOMO level and the largest wavefunction on sulfur atoms of LUMO level.
While, structure for M8-4 is just opposite. The HOMO wave function of M8-1 has
node on the sulfur atom, which bonds the α carbon sites in different phases. Similarly
for LUMO, the strong component on sulfur atoms lead to the LUMO of M8-1 like the
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LUMO shape of polyacenes. Thus, M8-1 should have a significantly higher HOMO
and LUMO levels.
In short, polymers with penta-carbons aromatic ring can result in the much lower
LUMO levels, which can be selected by the choice of donor materials. In contrast,
the introduction of heteroatoms on 5-member ring will push up HOMO and LUMO
levels. Also the heteroatom position is crucial to control the HOMO and LUMO
levels.
4.3 Design conjugated polymers with smaller bandgaps
Even though the optimal bandgap value for higher efficiency OPV is around 1.5 eV,
researchers are still tirelessly pursuing for smaller Eg materials. This is because if the
smaller bandgap design is tackled, any other bandgap values can be realized.
Our design starts from the organic metal, graphene, whose Eg is 0 eV. Poly-
acenes are essentially flakes of graphene, the Fermi energy of which varies linearly
with wavevector through the Dirac point without undergoing the Peierls dimeriza-
tion(Peierls, 1955; Li and Lin, 2010b). This is the reason that bandgaps of polyacenes
vanish at N →∞.(Botelho et al., 2011) However, in the finite acenes, the energy lev-
els are discrete and the resulting bandgap is not as small as our expectation. Also
higher numbers of ring units have been proved too reactive to isolate under the nor-
mal conditions(Kivelson and Chapman, 1983). Untill now, the largest reported unit
of polycanes is only nine (Kaur et al., 2010; To¨nshoff and Bettinger, 2010). Therefore
just relying on increasing the polycane or graphene length to build up the organic
solar cells needs another degree of freedom. So, designing the polyacenes with the
perpendicular and parallel fused rings seems a good direction.
For the parallel fused rings(4·7a), penta-conjugated carbons aromatic rings are
added on the polyacenes. On one hand the five-carbons rings guarantee the lower
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HOMO and LUMO levels. On another hand the parallel bridge allows connection
without breaking the original wave function shape of polyacenes. Not only does the
Eg of a) decrease as shown in b)(in Fig. 4·7), but a relatively lower LUMO level is
reached, which is our desired. Via the previous analysis, if moving up HOMO/LUMO
levels, replacement of carbons by heteroatoms is required. Common in all 5-membered
aromatic rings(Li and Lin, 2010a), the HOMO level of Th (Fig. 4·7, V band) is
bonding between α-β sites and anti-bonding between β-β sites and has nodes on S
sites. When fusing Th to anthracene of NR = 3 (Fig. 4·7c), the two α-C’s of Th
naturally extend the non-bonding wavefunction phase pattern of polyacenes to new
S edges and leave nodes precisely on β sites. This effectively shifts the HOMO level
up to the Dirac point and reduces Eg from 1.8 to 1.1 eV.
Based on our calculation, the Eg of copolymer with the combination of structure
a) and c) could reach a Eg as low as 0.39 eV. Even though the stability of this material
still remains a controversial topic, it provides us a direct way to design lower bandgap
material.
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Figure 4·7: a) is the bandgap comparison of the structures with all
carbons and structures included heteroatoms. In b), through changing
the sulfur atoms positions to research the relationship between het-
eroatoms position and their effect on HOMO/LUMO values.
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4.4 The building of database for conjugated polymers
From over 200 different conjugated polymers, we select 39 basic monomer units,
whose random combination generates 780 types of co-polymers. We provides the
optical and electrical properties of some structures, which can be as the selection in
the area organic solar cell. Fig. 4·8 lists these 39 units structures.
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Figure 4·9: Optical bandgaps of copolymers by combination of 39
monomer units. x-axis is the HOMO energy level and Eg values are
displayed on y-axis. a) is the monomer results. b) is the 20 units ring
result. Polymerized copolymer bandgaps have different behavior with
single unit of copolymer bandgaps.
Fig. 4·9-a is the result of one unit ring copolymer. And correspondingly, fig.
4·9-b is the 20 ring units copolymer results. More interestingly, a large number of
copolymers possess relatively small bandgaps(Eg < 1eV). And even 0.5 eV is no longer
difficult to achieve. Also, the polymerized copolymer bandgaps behave differently
than the single unit of copolymer bandgaps. In other words, the structure with the
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smallest bandgap values for long chain and monomer can not reach a consensus. In 20
units copolymers system for a few special structures, the unexpected localized states
are found. This is the reason that the extremely smaller bandgaps(0.1eV) are shown
in fig. 4·9-b. This will be discussed in chapter 6.
The copolymer with smallest bandgap is well characterized well by our design rule.
The structure only carbon atoms, especially including the penta-conjugated carbon
ring is the ideal choice of acceptor. Correspondingly, the heteroatoms position in the
donor part consist with that of structure c in fig.4·7.
Here a new synthesed electron-acceptor(Jellison et al., 2012), cyclopenta[hi ]
-aceanthrylene(CPAA), structure 13 in fig.4·8 should attract our attention, which
possesses lower LUMO value as well as remarkable ability to accept electrons. In
fig.4·10, we noted several cases including CPAA, which shows that the copolymers
originating from CPAA always have lower bandgaps than other accepter units. Since
the smaller bandgaps can be overcome with the aid of CPAA. Therefore any Eg values
in the range of 0.3 eV to 2 eV can be reached.
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4.5 Conclusions
The orbital hybridization analysis of the PTB case tell us that the LUMO level of
copolymers is dominated by the parallel part. Alternatively, the perpendicular fused
rings mainly control the copolymers’ HOMO energy, which indicates how to modify
the bandgaps. Through the structure exploration on aromatic rings, we realize that
the structures with the penta-conjugated carbons rings always share the extremely
LUMO state, and heteroatom position is crucial for controlling the high LUMO and
HOMO energy levels. Based on the polyacenes, structures with significantly smaller
bandgaps are designed with the aid the these two findings. Lastly, the databases of
co-polymer are built up including almost 800 different kinds of co-polymrs.
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Chapter 5
Side Chain Effect on HOMO/LUMO
Values
In this part, the target material are also based on the most famous co-polymer PTB
series. While for side chain groups, alkyl group(-R), alkoxy group(-O), alkylcarbonyl
group(-COH), alkoxycarbonyl group(-COOH), and thiophenes group are treated as
the most general ones. At first, we focus on the side chain effect on homopolymer
case, BDT and Tt. And then their copolymers case PTB series will be analyzed.
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Figure 5·1: Density of states(DOS)s and corresponding wave functions
of perpendicular (a-e) and parallel(f-j) fused ring conducting polymers.
Where blue and red ball represent wave function of opposite phase.
Here DOSs plotted 20 polymer units, and wave function plotted by
monomer with periodic boundary condition (PBC).
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5.1 Side chain effect on perpendicular fused ring polymers
The basis of Tt materials have six sp2-hybridized carbons and two sulfur atoms. Five
Tt based compounds presented in fig.5·1(a-e), which are named as Tt, alkoxy substi-
tuted thieno[3,4-b]theiophene(Tt-O1), alkylcarbonyl substitiuted thieno[3,4-b]thiophe
-ne (Tt-C1), alkoxycarbonyl substituted thieno[2,4-b]thiophene(Tt-E1), and thiophenes
substituted thieno[3,4-b]thiophene(Tt-T1) corresponding to side chain of R-group,
COH group, COOH group and thiophene respectively. The wave functions of each
molecules offered to a fundamental difference of each materials, which can be inter-
preted combination of PTh and PPP wave functions.
Tt compounds have at least 8 energy bands which consist of 5 occupied and 3
unoccupied states (fig.5·1-a). After substituted by the oxygen atom, the Tt-O bring
one new unoccupied state. Tt-C1 have one more oxygen and sp2-carbon atom, there-
fore Tt-C1 have one more occupied state and one more unoccupied state(fig.5·1-c).
To some extent, the alkoxycarbonyl group can be regarded as the combination alkoxy
and alkylcarbonyl group. So, two additional occupied states and one unoccupied state
are created in the Tt-E1 case(fig.5·1-d). The R group of thiophene case, four conju-
gated carbons and one surf atoms contribute five more states. Thus, two unoccupied
states and three occupied state eventually generated.
Tt-O1 have one additional states, which is mainly hybridized occupied states(blue
line in b). Thus, one additional states clearly shown in occupied states. For both
HOMO and LUMO energy level of Tt-O1 increased, because additional oxygens have
opposite phase of wave function component with first neighbor carbon sites(b). There-
fore both HOMO and LUMO levels of Tt-O1 have higher energies than Tt. Here wave
function components of first neighbor carbon sites of HOMO level are smaller than
LUMO level, which can explain why LUMO level increment(0.1 eV) is bigger than
HOMO level increment(0.02 eV).
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On the other hand, the oxygen state of Tt-C1 mixed with bottom 3 occupied
states of Tt. While, does not mixed with top 3 occupied states(cyan line in c).
Therefore HOMO level of Tt-C1 also identical to Tt. The additional carbon state
hybridized with all unoccupied states of Tt, here lowest unoccupied state of Tt-C1 is
more localized than any other four structures. Therefore LUMO level of Tt-C1 is the
lowest LUMO level, leading to 0.5eV smaller on the bandgap than that of Tt-C1.
The density of state(DOS) plots of Tt-E1(blue line in d) shows that the energies
of two additional occupied states, which are two oxygen states, are lower than low-
est energy state of Tt and 3rd lowest energy state. Therefore two additional oxygen
states located at the bottom of occupied state and mid gap state of occupied state
respectively. Similarly, the energy of additional unoccupied state, which from addi-
tional sp2-hybridized carbon, lower than LUMO level, but the energy of additional
unoccupied carbon state is close enough to hybridize with LUMO state of Tt. There-
fore the HOMO level of Tt-E1 and Tt are identical, but LUMO level of Tt-E is 0.3
eV lower than Tt which decrease the bandgap 0.3 eV.
Similar with Tt-O1, HOMO level of Tt-T1 also increased by wave function flips
between Tt and nearest carbon atom in thiophene side chain. On the other hand,
wave function phase in LUMO level of Tt-T1 have same phase at two nearest carbon
sites in Tt and thiophene side chain, therefore LUMO energy level is decreased. As a
result, the band gap of thiophene side chain attached Tt have 0.15 eV smaller than
Tt.
We should notice that, in terms of the Tt structure, the wave function HOMO
state on the first neighbor carbon connected to the side chain is pretty tiny. And
what’s more, the adding side chain has not hybridized too much with the HOMO
state. So, the introducing of side chain results in only a little change of HOMO value.
However, significantly variation on the LUMO state can be discovered.
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5.2 Side chain effect on parallel fused ring polymers
The parallel fused ring is known that strengthen the electronic communication of
perpendicular fused rings.(Botelho et al., 2013) Three BDT compounds synthesized
which have side chain of alkoxy group, alkyl group and thiophenes.(Pan et al., 2006;
Liang and Yu, 2010; Huo and Hou, 2011; Huo et al., 2011) To make a thorough inquiry
on the side chain effect, we also subjoin the alkylcarbonyl(-COH) and alkoxycarbonyl(-
COOH) side chain. Figure 5·1(a-j) present clear explanation of those HOMO/LUMO
variation. Similar with Fig.5·1-a) for Tt, BDT have 10 sp2-hybridized carbons and
2 sulfur atoms, therefore BDT have 12 energy bands which include 7 occupied states
and 5 unoccupied states(gray line in f).
It is award of side chain effects that the HOMO energy level of alkoxy-substituted
conjugated polymers have higher HOMO levels than alkyl-substituted one.(Huo et al.,
2011) The alkoxy-subtituted BDT(alkoxybenzeo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene: BDT-O2)
have two additional states. This energy states mainly hybridized occupied states(red
line in g), two additional states clearly shown in occupied states. The HOMO energy
level of BDT-O2 increased, because additional oxygens have opposite phase of wave
function component with first neighbor carbon sites(g). The LUMO level also have
wave function components in each oxygen sites which also have opposite phase with
first neighbor carbon sites. Therefore both HOMO and LUMO levels of BDT-O2 have
higher energies than BDT, here wave function components of oxygen sites of HOMO
level are bigger than LUMO level, which can explain why HOMO level increment(0.43
eV) is bigger than LUMO level increment(0.26 eV). Therefore alkoxy-substitution of
BDT decrease bandgap 0.17 eV, which is realized by pushing up both HOMO and
LUMO levels with different rates.
Towards to the BDT-C2 case, two sp2 carbon and two oxygen atoms create two
more unoccupied and occupied states respectively. Similarly with the case of Tt-
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C1, the LUMO sate is more hybridized and the wave function components between
the connected carbons located in the same phase, these two factors leading to a
large reduce on the LUMO energy level(0.59ev). Even though the wave function
components on the HOMO level sate are still the same phase between the bridge
carbons, the wave function of R group carbon is so weak. This is the reason why
the HOMO of BDT-C2 is almost no diminish. In a short, BDT-C2 share the lowest
bandgap, 1.94eV, among these five series.
As previously mentioned, the -COOH is the integration of -O and -COH groups.
Six additional states are brought, including four new occupied states and two unoc-
cupied states. Two of these new unoccupied states are located in the bottom and
another two are the sixth and seventh state, whose influence on the HOMO value
is still difficult to detect. But, one of the additional unoccupied states replace the
LUMO+1 state, which leads to a crucial decrease, over 0.4eV.
Similar with Tt-T1, HOMO level of BDT-T2 also increased by wave function flips
between BDT and nearest carbon atom in thiophene side chain. On the other hand,
wave function phase in LUMO level of BDT-T2 have same phase at two nearest carbon
sites in BDT and thiophene side chain, therefore LUMO energy level is decreased. As
a result, the band gap of thiophene side chain attached BDT have 0.41 eV smaller
than BDT.
Through the comparison of Tt and BDT with five different side chain groups,
the results perform pretty consistent. Alkoxy side chain improves both HOMO and
LUMO levels. For COH and COOH groups, the LUMO level energy can be signif-
icantly reduce. While thiophene side chain can push upwards the HOMO level and
also push downwards the LUMO energy. Secondly, the side chain grafted parallel
fused rings(BDT) are much sensitive to vary on the HOMO, LUMO and Eg values
than that of the perpendicular fused rings(Tt).
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5.3 Side chain effect on copolymers
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Figure 5·2: The molecular structures, DOS of bandgap region,
wave function of LUMO and HOMO levels of PTB series. In this
group, all the structures share the same parallel fused rings, BDT,
which the corresponding copolymers are PTB(BDT/Tt, a), PTB-
O1(BDT/Tt-O1, b), PTB-C1(BDT/Tt-C1, c), PTB-E1(BDT/Tt-E1,
d), PTB-T1(BDT/Tt-T1, e), Here DOS calculated 20 units of PTBs
and wave functions plotted monomer with PBC.
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Figure 5·3: The molecular structures, DOS of bandgap region, wave
function of LUMO and HOMO levels of PTB series. This group is
to control the same parallel fused rings, Tt, which the correspond-
ing copolymers are PTB(BDT/Tt, a), PTB-O2(BDT-O2/Tt, b), PTB-
C2(BDT-O2/Tt, c), PTB-E2(BDT-E2/Tt, d), PTB-T2(BDT-T2/Tt, e),
Here DOS calculated 20 units of PTBs and wave functions plotted
monomer with PBC.
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There are five different side chains for Tt and BDT respectively. Thus, for their
component, PTB series, 25 different structures can be produced. Fig.5·3 is to fix the
perpendicular fused rings and change the parallel fused rings. And Fig.5·2 is exactly
contrary, with controlling the perpendicular structures to explore the role of R groups
grafted on the parallel fused rings. As our expectation, the side chain effects on the
copolymer, PTB, follow the same rule of BDT and Tt. Regardless the R groups
grafting on either BDT or Tt part, the variable trends of HOMO and LUMO are
always the same, which the -O can both push up HOMO and LUMO; -COO and -CO
groups can significantly reduce the LUMO values. While, their effect on HOMO is
too limited; Thiophene can prompt a closer distance on LUMO and HOMO levels.
Even though the position of side chain has no effect on the variation trend, the
degree of change of HOMO/LUMO values is deeply influenced by the side chain
position. Such as in Fig.5·2, five different perpendicular units, Tt-R, Tt-O1, Tt-
C1, Tt-E1 and Tt-T1 copolymerize with BDT unit respectively. And lead to the
copolymers with HOMO/LUMO values being -0.171eV/1.785eV(PTB(fig.5·2-a), -
0.144eV/1.807eV(PTB-O1(fig.5·2-b), -0.174eV/1.675eV(PTB-C1(fig.5·2-c), -0.173eV/
1.731eV(PTB-E1(fig.5·2-d), -0.158eV/1.766eV(PTB-T1(fig.5·2-e) respectively. It can
be show that HOMO energies almost stay in the same value, only ±0.03eV deviation
away from -0.171eV. But, LUMO energies diverge to a large number with±0.1eV than
the original HOMO of PTB(1.785eV). In fig.5·3, BDT-R, BDT-O2, BDT-C2, BDT-
E2 and BDT-T2 synthesizing with Tt, the corresponding HOMO/LUMO of copoly-
mers are -0.171eV/1.785eV(PTB(fig.5·3-a), -0.068eV/1.966eV(PTB-O2(fig.5·3-b), -
0.174eV/1.280eV(PTB-C2(fig.5·3c), -0.176eV/1.419eV(PTB-E2(fig.5·3-d), -0.138eV/
1.650eV(PTB-T2(fig.5·3-e)). In the case, the HOMO/LUMO change are±0.1eV /±0.5eV .
Through the comparison, we find that the LUMO change is more sensitive than
HOMO change. And the substitutions on BDT are much effective on controlling the
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HOMO/LUMO values than that on Tt.
Two main reasons contribute for this. Firstly, the LUMO level of PTB is mainly
dominant by the LUMO of BDT. While, the HOMO values originate from the HOMO
of Tt. From the analysis of homopolymers, the controlling of BDT is obviously easier
than Tt. So, the alterable of BDT on LUMO energy resulting into the sensitive of
PTB’s LUMO. Secondly, after introducing the substitutions, the LUMO energy level
of PTB is well hybridized LUMO of BDT and LUMO of Tt, therefore the LUMO
energy levels of co-polymers should be affected side chain of both BDT and Tt.
Among the side chain groups, the -CO and -COO are the most attractive side
chains. The LUMO energy of structures with these groups always highly localize on
this part. (fig.5·2(c-d), fig.5·4(c-d), fig.5·5(b-e), fig.5·6(b-e)). Most importantly, the
connected carbons owns the same wave function component phase. Thus, the LUMO
energy values can be hugely decreased. Based on the analysis, it is easier to catch up
the structure with the lowest Eg among these 25 cases. BDT with -CO can deeply
reduce the LUMO values of copolymer. And Tt with thiophene could increase the
HOMO energy. So, structure PTB-C2T1(fig.5·5-e) diminish the Eg to 1.44eV. The
meantime, structure PTB-C2C1(fig.5·5-c) also share the lowest Eg value. Because one
more -CO group than PTB-C2T1 make the LUMO values more localization, which
leads to a much lower LUMO energy. While, -CO has not contributed too much on
the HOMO improve. This can be explain that why the HOMO/LUMO energy level of
PTB-C2T1 are -0.161eV/1.277eV and PTB-C2C1 shows a little lower HOMO/LUMO,
with -0.176eV/1.234eV.
More specifically, the HOMO level and HOMO-1 level in PTB(fig.4·2-b) is switched
their order in PTB-O2 series(fig.5·4), because of increasing HOMO level of BDT-O2.
Other co-polymers(fig.5·5-5·6) does not switch the HOMO and HOMO-1 order with
PTB.
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Different from BDT or BDT-O2, the BDT-T2 have low LUMO energy level(fig.5·1-
j) than Tt compounds. Therefore, the LUMO energy levels of BDT-T2/Tt compounds
dominantly contributed from BDT-T2 system. All of PTB-T2 compounds(fig.5·6) have
similar hybridized HOMO energy level wave functions with PTB. But LUMO energy
levels are different with BDT and BDT-O2 containing co-polmyers. In spite of LUMO
decreasing by alkylcarbonyl side chain and alkoxycarbonyl side chain, the LUMO level
of BDT-T2 is much lower than Tt compounds. The LUMO energy level of PTB-T2
state wave function mainly located in BDT-T2 polymer side(fig.5·6-a). This trend does
not affected by side chain of Tt. The LUMO level wave function of alkoxycarbonyl
attached co-polymer(PTB-T2E1) are mainly located in BDT-T2 side(fig.5·6-d). Even
though alkylcarbonyl side chain push down LUMO energy level of Tt, BDT-T2 LUMO
energy level is 0.29 eV lower than Tt-C1. Therefore LUMO level of PTB-T2C1 also
controlled by BDT-T2 side(fig.5·6-c).
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Figure 5·4: The molecular structures, DOS of bandgap region,
wave function of LUMO and HOMO levels of PTB series. In this
group, all the structures share the same parallel fused rings, BDT-
O2, which the corresponding copolymers are PTB-O2(BDT-O2/Tt, a),
PTB-O2O1(BDT-O2/Tt-O1, b), PTB-O2C1(BDT-O2/Tt-C1, c), PTB-
O2E1(BDT-O2/Tt-E1, d), PTB-O2T1(BDT-O2/Tt-T1, e), Here DOS
calculated 20 units of PTBs and wave functions plotted monomer with
PBC.
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Figure 5·5: The molecular structures, DOS of bandgap region,
wave function of LUMO and HOMO levels of PTB series. In this
group, all the structures share the same parallel fused rings, BDT-
C2, which the corresponding copolymers are PTB-C2(BDT-C2/Tt, a),
PTB-C2O1(BDT-C2/Tt-O1, b), PTB-C2C1(BDT-C2/Tt-C1, c), PTB-
C2E1(BDT-C2/Tt-E1, d), PTB-C2T1(BDT-C2/Tt-T1, e), Here DOS
calculated 20 units of PTBs and wave functions plotted monomer with
PBC.
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Figure 5·6: The molecular structures, DOS of bandgap region,
wave function of LUMO and HOMO levels of PTB series. In this
group, all the structures share the same parallel fused rings, BDT-
O2, which the corresponding copolymers are PTB-E2(BDT-E2/Tt, a),
PTB-E2O1(BDT-E2/Tt-O1, b), PTB-E2C1(BDT-E2/Tt-C1, c), PTB-
E2E1(BDT-E2/Tt-E1, d), PTB-E2T1(BDT-E2/Tt-T1, e), Here DOS
calculated 20 units of PTBs and wave functions plotted monomer with
PBC.
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Figure 5·7: The molecular structures, DOS of bandgap region,
wave function of LUMO and HOMO levels of PTB series. In this
group, all the structures share the same parallel fused rings, BDT-
O2, which the corresponding copolymers are PTB-T2(BDT-T2/Tt, a),
PTB-T2O1(BDT-T2/Tt-O1, b), PTB-T2C1(BDT-T2/Tt-C1, c), PTB-
T2E1(BDT-T2/Tt-E1, d), PTB-T2T1(BDT-T2/Tt-T1, e), Here DOS cal-
culated 20 units of PTBs and wave functions plotted monomer with
PBC.
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5.4 Conclusions
In this project, we investigated side chain effect of π-conjugated polymers. Fristly, we
found that the alkoxy side chain can help to push up both HOMO and LUMO lev-
els. But whether bandgap of polymer increase or not depends on the HOMO/LUMO
change rate. Alkoxycarbonyl and alkylcarbonyl side chains help to reduce LUMO en-
ergy level, which contribute band gap decreasing. Thiophene side chains dominantly
affect both HOMO and LUMO energy levels.
Secondly, substitutions on parallel rings are much effective on controlling the
HOMO and LUMO values than the side chains grafted on the perpendicular fused
rings. For the homopolymers themselves, the modification of parallel fused rings is
much easier than that of perpendicular rings. In the copolymer of PTB case, HOMO
energy level is mainly dominant by the HOMO of perpendicular rings, Tt. And the
parallel part, BDT contributes mainly the LUMO of PTB, which leads to a more
sensitive LUMO in copolymers and a much more steady HOMO level.
Therefore, the smallest bandgap of co-polymer obtained attaching the alkoxycar-
bonyl side chain group on parallel fused ring and Thiophene as the side chain on
perpendicular fused rings.
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Chapter 6
Spacer Effects on Polarized Copolymer
During study band gap control with π-conjugate backbone chain and side chain ef-
fects, we found that some special copolymers have localized states in the forbidden
region. Those copolymers behavior as built in dipole, which can be superposed with
increasing chain length.
6.1 Aromatic single ring effects on polarized copolymer
n
N
S
N
N
S
N
N N
S
n
b)
a)
Figure 6·1: a)The charge distribution of normal conjugated polymer.
b) The charge distribution of dipole materials. The ball size represents
the charge amount and red and blue color mean the hole and electron
respectively. For most part of the chain, no occupied ball and color of
means neutral state.
In the Donor/Acceptor co-polymer systems, each acceptor unit is fed with electron
from the two adjacent donor units. Thus, the net dipole of the overall chain should
be zero. But, based on our calculations for a few special co-polymer structures,
unexpected localized states are found, with electrons localized on one end of the
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copolymer chain and holes on the other end. Here we selected one structure 13-
30(structure from fig. 4·8) to explain the localized states in the bandgap as expressed
in fig. 6·1b. It is clearly shown that the charge rapidly aggregates at least from the
third edge rings. However, the reason why the dipole can be existed in conjugated
polymers is still need to further discover.
With the puzzle of localized states in the bandgap, we introduce the spacers, such
as thiophene and benzene between the donor and acceptor. The spacers have been
reported to reduce the steric interactions in order to obtain a more planarity of the
conjugated backbone, which plays a significant role in determining the electronic and
optical properties of the copolymers.(Li and Lin, 2010a; Botelho et al., 2011; Miguel
and Matzger, 2007) Besides, the spacer can also impart crystallinity to enhance the
efficiency of conjugated polymers(Lan et al., 2013).
In fig. 6·2a, the x -axis refers to ring unit. And y axis equals to the number of
π-electron of one unit divided by the atoms in the unit, indicating the average charge
value occupied by one unit, which quantifies the charge distribution amount. For
structure 13-30(blue dots), the hole gathers on the one edge and on another edge
should lack of electrons for the charge balance. Only from the forth rings, could the
charge distribution trend to flat, which looks like the ‘S’ shape. Fig. 6·2c and fig.
6·2d represent the charge distribution of 13-T-30-T and 13-B-30-B, where T and B
means thiophene spacers and benzene spacers, respectively. For copolymers structure
with spacers, the charge distribution is almost a straight line, in accordance with the
normal polymers’ charge distribution. So, through our calculation, the spacer, can
reduce superposition of dipoles.
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Figure 6·2: a) shows the charge distribution depending on the ring
unit. x -axis is the ring unit order. y-axis refers charge values dis-
tributed in one unit, which equals the number of π-electron in one unit
divided by the atom numbers for one unit. The blue line is the charge
distribution of structure 13-30. The red one is for 13-T-30-T. and the
yellow dots are the charge of 13-B-30-B. b), c) and d) correspond the
charge localization in the polymer chain of three structures. The mid-
dle part of the chain without color, means the neutral system. The ball
size represents the charge amount.
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6.2 The DOS and wave function analysis on localized states
For further exploration on the dipole effect, we depicted the density of state and wave
function of 13-30 and its mother units. As shown in fig. 6·3a), two closer peak, on
behalf of the localized states, can be clear showed in the blue area. Fig. 6·3b) and c)
are the wave function of 20 units and monomer respectively. For one unit, no edge
state can be found. But, for copolymers with 20 units, the length of localized edge
states is three copolymer units, which explains that the charge is clustered from third
rings away from the edge.
No dipole exists in monomer structure(fig. 6·3c), whose HOMO levels are governed
by the perpendicular fused rings, the same expectation as the previous analysis on
co-polymer orbital hybridization(chapter 4). Similarly, the parallel fused rings mainly
dominate the LUMO levels. However, the HOMO and LUMO levels’ controllers in
long chain copolymers(with dipole) are switched than that of one unit copolymer.
More specifically, the LUMO state of 20 unit rings is mainly contributed by the
perpendicular fused rings. And also the HOMO level is governed by the parallel fused
rings. So, it seems that there is some relationship between the presence of dipole and
the HOMO/LUMO controllers. After bonding the spacers in the backbone, as clearly
observed in fig. 6·4, the edge states disappear even if the unit of rings is large enough.
More interestingly, the HOMO/LUMO controllers follow the normal material, the
HOMO level being from the perpendicular fused rings and the LUMO state originating
from the parallel ones. Therefore, we believe the switch of HOMO/LUMO controller
results in the localized states. But, more deeply physical explanation should be
given to support the argument. At the mean time, the structure 13-T-30-T(Eg=0.43
eV) brings a much smaller banggap, with increasing both HOMO and LUMO levels.
Correspondingly, too much charge accumulation on the edges will lead to a strong
coulomb interaction, which maybe brings a negative effect for the electric properties.
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However, these localized states, contain large dipole moments and therefore leading
to a new design dimension when these copolymers are placed in polar and non-polar
solvent environments.
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Figure 6·3: Density of states(DOS)s of structure 13, 30 and the cor-
responding copolymer 13-30 are showed in a). The DOSs are plotted
with 20 rings units. b) The wave functions for copolymer 13-30(20
units), the edge states can be clear showed in the forbidden band, the
localized-HOMO and localized-LUMO refers the two small peaks as
showed in DOS of 13-30. c), the HOMO-1(H-1), HOMO(H), LUMO(L)
and LUMO+1(L+1) orbital energy and the corresponding wave func-
tion for 13, 13-30, 30 of one unit.
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6.3 Conclusions
In conclusion, the dipole can be exist in some conjugated structures. While, the
introducing of spacer, such as thiophenes and benzenes could eliminate the effect of
dipole, which could be used to adjust the solubility to some extent.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
Although significant process has been made, the efficiency of BHJ solar cells still
does not guarantee commercialization. Lack of the deeper understanding, hinders the
further improvement. And even no one model can exactly simulate and discover the
nature of OPV. The main theme of this thesis is to introduce a model to characterize
the optical and electrical properties of organic semiconducting materials. Through
understanding the structure-property relationship, achieve the target of via molecular
design to fulfill the expected materials properties.
Chapter 2 is the introduction of aSSH model used throughout the thesis.
In Chapter 3, the aSSH model successfully predict optical bandgaps of over 200
π-conjugated systems, which include almost all the common conjugated polymers
belonging to the second and third generation semiconducting polymers. And then
based on the predicted results, we compared two important groups, the parallel fused
rings and perpendicular rings. The former ones decrease faster while always converge
to a large bandgaps. On the contrary, the perpendicular ones always tend to a
narrow bandgaps, accompanied a smaller decrease rate. The DOSs of two typical
cases, clearly figure out the perpendicular fused rings split energy states much easier,
accompanying less band overlapping, which leads to a significant enhancement of
HOMO levels.
Smaller bandgap structures are designed in Chapter 4. At first, based on PTB
cases, the copolymers orbital hybridization was analyzed. The LUMO level of copoly-
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mers is dominated by the parallel part. Alternatively, the perpendicular fused rings
mainly control the copolymers’ HOMO energy. In the following, we focused on the
exploration of structures with lower LUMO and higher HOMO. The all carbon struc-
tures, especially including penta-conjugated carbons rings always share the extremely
LUMO states. While the substitution of heteroatoms and the position change could
play an important role on the pursuit of the higher HOMO levels. According to these
two findings, by modification the ideal conduct polymers, graphenes, several new
structures come true the decrease bandgap. In addition, around 800 type copolymers
databases were built up.
The side chains effect on the HOMO and LUMO controlling is the subject of
chapter 5. Alkoxy side chain can help to push up both HOMO and LUMO states.
Alkoxycarbonyl and alkylcarbonyl side chains could reduce LUMO energy level, which
contribute band gap decreasing. The thiophene side chains can push up HOMO and
and push down LUMO energy levels. What’s more, the substitutions on parallel
rings are much effective on controlling the HOMO/LUMO values than the side chains
grafted on the perpendicular fused rings.
In chapter 6, the localized state in the forbidden region are explored. The dipole
can be found in some conjugated structures. While, the introducing of spacer could
eliminate the effect of dipole.
Even though the aSSH model bring a bright future in the conjugated polymers,
there is still a long way to design higher efficiency OPV material. Firstly, the fermi
level of aSSH Hamilton Model has not been aligned with the real fermi level. The
HOMO and LUMO values always originate from the CV method. We should under-
stand what is CV measurement and then succeed to predict the Cyclic Voltammetry
(CV)-Eg. After that, the HOMO and LUMO levels prediction will be possible. And
then from structures to report the their theoretical efficiency will not a tricky issue.
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Secondly, the exploration of localized states in the forbidden region is just a starting
point. The deeply physical meaning needs to be further study.
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